endlessly

UNIQUE
Your world. Your trade fair.
Your exhibitor information.

THE WORLD’S LEADING TRADE FAIR FOR
BAKERY, CONFECTIONERY AND SNACKS
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WHAT AWAITS YOU.
AND NOT JUST ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES.
A wonderful trade fair awaits you: the world’s leading trade fair for the bakery,
confectionery and snack industry. Its range of offers p. 04 give you the
space you need to turn whole realms of ideas into reality every three years.
Complete process chains that go beyond the core competency of baking are
presented here in unrivalled depth and scope, making value creation a tangible
and exceptionally practical experience. No wonder then that its development
couldn’t get any better for exhibitors p. 06 : your trade fair is constantly
growing, becoming more popular and making you more successful even
beyond your core competency of baking. The best way to experience this is
in person in direct dialogue with visitors p. 08 : these include decisionmakers from the fields of industry, trade and artisan businesses, both national
and international. And while we’re on the subject of “experience”: the
accompanying edutainment p. 10 formats offer you the perfect combination
of know-how and high-quality live shows. Meet specialist experts, established
insiders and ambitious talented people – for 1001 new ways of expanding your
network. Thanks to our premium exhibitor services p. 12 , we can make
your presence here even more effective. And why Munich p. 14 ? It’s simple.
The city is like the trade fair itself: varied, cosmopolitan, full of opportunity. And
like all participants who make the trade fair their whole world for six days:
endlessly unique.
Welcome to iba 2018.
The trade fair that everyone will envy you for.
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TOP

TRADEMARKS
OF IBA
More established: Meeting place for the
baking and confectionery industry since 1949

More popular: 77,814 visitors from 167 countries
More experiences: Technology demonstrations,
baking artistry to marvel at, know-how for success

More future-oriented: Technological solutions
that reflect all ground-breaking trends

More seductive: Never-ending worlds of
enjoyment for all the senses
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truly COMPREHENSIVE

THE RANGE OF OFFERS
Whether you’re famous for your chocolate glaze, have reinvented
the snack, are revolutionising coffee roasting or presenting the
fastest bread-cutting machine in the world:
iba is your trade fair.

EXCELLENT!
say 94% of visitors about
iba’s varied offer.

The variety of iba: a universe of possibilities:
• Bakery and pastry equipment
• Bakery and pastry supplies
• Baking ingredients and raw materials
• Cleaning and hygiene
• Coffee and coffee machines
• Decorations
• Energy, ventilation and air-conditioning technology
• Fittings and furnishings for shops, cafés and patisseries
• Gastronomy and catering
• Ice cream and ice cream production
• Information technology
• L aboratory and measuring instruments
• Logistics
• O vens and accessories
• Packaging solutions
• Pasta, pizza and tortilla production
• Process optimisation and automation
• Refrigeration and fermentation technology
• Sales
• Semi and fully-baked products
• Services
• Snacks and snack food production
• Supplier industry

endlessly ADVANTAGEOUS
 eflects the industry like no other
•R
comparable trade fair
 ptimal presentation of value
•O
creation chains guaranteed to be
highly attractive to visitors
 lways your stage – from solutions
•A
for artisan work to international
industry

OFFER MEETS DEMAND –
NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY

EXHIBITORS

1,309
57

VISITORS
NUMBER

EXHIBITORS

VISITORS

77,814

66%

I N T E R N AT I O N A L

64%

167

34%

N AT I O N A L

36%

COUNTRIES

All results are taken from the trade fair statistics verified by FKM (Society of Voluntary Control
of Fair and Exhibition Statistics) and from the inpdependent visitors' and exhibitors' survey
conducted by Gelszus Messe-Marktforschung GmbH, 2015.
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pure INNOVATION

THE ONE AND ONLY

IBA IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
FAIR IN THE INDUSTRY.

THE EXHIBITOR STRUCTURE

		

Be part of a whole but bask in the glow of its uniqueness. Determine
your direction with enthusiasm and forge new paths with those who
have similar mindsets. Achieve and expect the best:
at iba you’re not alone.

As an exhibitor, you are more to us than just
a company presenting at a trade fair. You are a
key player, a driver of the economy, a guarantee
of innovation and an opinion-former. You help
to shape the industry and it is only as varied,
dynamic, inspired, success-oriented and fastgrowing as each individual exhibitor.

You can find an overview
of the exhibitors at iba here:
www.iba.de/exhibitor-list

Become a part of the iba community – do
yourself and the rest of the world an honour!

In 2015, 84% of exhibitors stated that iba is the
top trade fair for them.

EXHIBITIOR GROWTH

SUCCESS BREEDS SUCCESS

Even with a very high occupancy rate,
last iba once again grew by 4%.

iba continues to enjoy an ever greater
track record amongst exhibitors.

979

1,079

1,255

76.3%
80.3%
88.8%

1,309

2009

2006

2009

2012

2012

2015

2015

endlessly ADVANTAGEOUS
 trong growth and success-oriented:
•S
take part in the development of the
trade fair and benefit from its positive
image transfer

DIFFERENTIATED, COMPREHENSIVE, MARKET-RELEVANT
Exhibitors come from these fields*:

• L ively, stimulating exhibitor community
ranging from artisan to industrial outfits

42

Bakery and pastry equipment

12

Bakery and pastry supplies

 our products, technologies and
•Y
service offers in an internationally
recognised environment that is
regarded as first-rate

6

Sales, shop fittings

22

Baking ingredients, semi and fully-baked products

12

Snacks and To Go

4

Ice cream and ice cream production

3

Coffee and coffee machines

5

Pasta, pizza and tortilla production

4

Cleaning and hygiene
Information technology

3
5

Services

UNBRIDLED
ENTHUSIASM

19

Process optimisation, packaging and logistics
Laboratory and measuring instruments

Quotes from exhibitors available
at www.iba.de/videos

Energy, ventilation and air-conditioning technology
Suppliers
All results are taken from the trade fair statistics verified by FKM (Society of Voluntary Control of Fair
and Exhibition Statistics) and from the inpdependent visitors' and exhibitors' survey conducted by
Gelszus Messe-Marktforschung GmbH, 2015.

1
2
5

*Data in %
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decisive INTEREST

VISITOR PROFILE
“Astonishing. Amazing, big, so big. Gigantic. So many people here
and all with the same passion. Really impressive. Everything is here.
Wonderful, and you can try everything. That’s exciting.”*
This praise is all yours.

They’re on the lookout for new solutions, a way into new markets or
want to capture the latest trends. And they have one thing in common:
your target groups. Decision-makers from artisan bakeries as well as
international producers and food retail groups: they’re all waiting with
bated breath to see what you have to say to and show them.
Take advantage of this opportunity and make iba 2018 your stage!

endlessly ADVANTAGEOUS
• E stablish new contacts in an efficient manner and maintain existing
networks
 ery high proportion of decision•V
makers – ideal for making concrete
deals and enjoying highly promising
business transactions after the
trade fair
• “ One-to-many effect”: all target
group segments concentrated
within one platform

THE TOP 3 REASONS FOR ATTENDING IBA

COMING TO MAKE DECISIONS: VISITOR INDUSTRY SEGMENTS
Artisan businesses
(patisserie, bakery)

27
8

Wholesale bakeries

Searching for
new products

Expanding
knowledge and
talking to experts

Experiencing
products
& technologies live

WORLD CLASS

IBA IS MOST
ATTRACTIVE AT THE
GLOBAL LEVEL
	64% of visitors come from abroad
and 36% from Germany.
* E xcerpts from statements made
by visitors at iba 2015
www.iba.de/videos
All results are taken from the trade fair statistics verified by FKM (Society of Voluntary Control of Fair
and Exhibition Statistics) and from the inpdependent visitors' and exhibitors' survey conducted by
Gelszus Messe-Marktforschung GmbH, 2015.

Coffee shop, café,
ice cream shop

2

Catering, canteen, hotel,
system catering

2

Self-service bakery,
petrol station

3
7

4

9
6

Marketing, sales

University, education
and training

11

4

Confectionery industry,
supplier industry

Research and development

13

7

Trade, food retailers

33

15

9

4
4
13

19

Germany, Austria,
Switzerland (in %)
Total visitors (in %)
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spectacularly EFFECTIVE

KNOW-HOW AND
EVENT FORMATS
Forget everything you’ve heard about the right way to enjoy work
and pleasure: the combining of business and enjoyable consumption
is how you get wow effects that have people beating a path to your
door or where you can passionately discuss snack innovations whilst
sampling them right there and then. The enjoyment is yours for
the taking.

Dialogue is dynamism. The music of the future whose
sound you can help shape. And a particularly good way to
do this is through one of the many edutainment formats.
Practical expert presentations, live shows, high-quality
knowledge transfer: at iba, networking on an international
level means combining pleasure with practicality.
Enjoy yourself and let yourself be entertained – pass on
your knowledge and advance your cause in the process!

endlessly ADVANTAGEOUS
• E xpand your own business knowledge
in a quick, compact and expert manner

Business contact exchange and
know-how hotspot

FORUM
Stimulating talks and live presentations
straight from real life: following the new,
very successful launch of the iba forum at
the last trade fair, the format will be
expanded in 2018. Take advantage of the
special mix of inspiration, factual knowledge and lively workshop atmosphere for
your networking.

See and be seen at the Olympics event
of the industry

UIBC-CUP
A competitive show of global importance: in
two international competitions, bakers compete against each other in the iba-UIBC-CUP
and young talented newcomers in the UIBC
Junior World Championship of Confectioners.
This spectacular event is something neither the
media nor the players with high potential in
the industry will want to miss. The icing on the
cake for all visitors!
The meeting place for your
artisan target group

4. GERMAN CHAMPIONSHIP
OF MASTER BAKERS
In this national showdown, the best German
bakers vie to outdo each other with enthusiasm, imagination and skill. This popular format
inspires at iba and is a focal point for your
artisan target groups.

• F ocused event formats are attractive to
your customer target groups
• E xploit PR effects in an efficient way
thanks to high media presence

EXTRAS WITH A SPECIAL
EXTRA SOMETHING
• Bakery tours in Munich and surroundings
• E xhibitor participation in renowned
competitions with prizegiving ceremony
• Important dates for industry associations
(national/international)
 elebrate as though you were at the Oktober•C
fest in the original iba Oktoberfest tent
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more PROMISING

SERVICES FOR EXHIBITORS
Help your products and solutions to contribute more quality
to the world every single day. More variety and imagination,
more enjoyment, more zest for life. It’s high time that the
world r evolved around you for a change.

Your individual trade fair success is a “must-have” for
the iba project team. This is why we have a presence
in all relevant national and international media
channels for you and use varied PR and advertising
measures. We also undertake global networking and
visits abroad and cultivate personal contacts to
international industry associations.
Focused on your needs, we support you in achieving
the personal impact you want to have on iba.
Direct, flexible, committed. Before, during and after
the trade fair.

“Find-my-Room”
Hotel Support

PREMIUM –
THE TOP 5 SERVICES
FOR EXHIBITORS

Whether employee, customer
or partner – the iba hotel
service especially for groups
guarantees reliable processing
of all bookings.

Take advantage of the special extras at iba 2018 –
for your extra special success!

endlessly ADVANTAGEOUS
 lways a personal, committed
•A
contact partner
• Individual best-of services for
exhibitors of any size
 tilise trade fair budgets in a more
•U
efficient and effective manner

Trade Fair Stand Optimiser

Advertising Push

Budget planner, stand configurator, practical workshops and
webinars: with our free planning tools and services, you
can maximise the “output” of
your trade fair presence.

From promotions at the trade
fair to a 3-year presence in the
online catalogue: iba is your
environment for advertising
measures before, during and
after the trade fair.

Scan2Lead

Unlimited Day Ticket

Benefit from our highly modern lead tracking “Scan2Lead”:
transfer visitor data into your
CRM system paper-free without expense or mistakes.

Unlimited vouchers so you can
invite your contacts – and for
no additional cost: use perso
nal invitations as a particularly
appreciative customer loyalty
tool!
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fascinatingly VARIED

THE LOCATION OF MUNICH
A good dose of Munich style is something everyone should enjoy
every three years at the very latest. Treat yourself to this moment:
it’s just as exciting as the days you'll spend at iba. And if you want
to continue to celebrate your successes in a seamless manner:
the city is yours for the taking.

A94 Passau
(A99, direction Salzburg)
Exit: Feldkirchen-West

A94 Munich
Exit: München-Riem
2

Messestadt
Ost

If you hear the word “Munich”, you might think of several things.
The onion domes and the Glockenspiel clock. The fine shopping streets
and miles of green in the English Garden. You might also think about FC
Bayern, opera houses, traditional costumes and mountains, although you
won’t actually see these in Munich itself. Some people think of the economic strength of the city and the equally as high quality of life. About
the jet set and the famous/infamous “Wiesn”, the world’s biggest festival
in the heart of the city.
Whatever goes through your mind: this “village of millions” has a heart
that can cater for all its visitors.

1

Messestadt
West

1

Entrance West

2

Entrance East

endlessly ADVANTAGEOUS
• International metropolis that serves as
a magnet for visitors and has strong
pulling power
 he right location for every evening
•T
event, from a Michelin-starred restaurant
to cosy pub

iba points the way from whichever direction you approach it.
Thanks to the perfect location of the fairground, you can get to wherever you want to be
as quickly as possible.

GET EVERYWHERE EASILY:

• F irst-rate infrastructure enables more
efficient logistics and organisation

Global hub, numerous
direct flights from
across the world

Direct underground
connection from
city centre to fairground

Direct motorway
connection in
all directions

NEVERENDING VALUE

IBA SHOWCASES VALUE CREATION
THE WAY IT SHOULD BE DONE:
IN A COMPLETE WAY.
T
 here is no other industry trade fair where enjoyment is quite so
truly comprehensive as it is here. And also unique, thanks to you.

iba facts
Dates:

Organiser
Sat, 15. September –
Thurs, 20. September 2018

Opening hours:	Sat – Wed: 09:30 a.m. – 06:00 p.m.
Thurs: 09:30 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.
Venue:

Fairground Messe München

Frequency:

Every 3 years

Halls:

A1 – A6, B1 – B6

You will find the application forms on the
internet at www.iba.de/application

GHM Gesellschaft für
Handwerksmessen mbH
P.O. Box 82 03 55
81803 Munich, Germany
Willy-Brandt-Allee 1
81829 Munich, Germany
P +49 89 189 149 0
F +49 89 189 149 239
iba@ghm.de

Your iba team
Cathleen Speerschneider
Project Manager
P +49 89 189 149 181
F +49 89 189 149 189

Owner
Zentralverband des
Deutschen Bäckerhandwerks e. V.
(German Bakers‘ Confederation)
www.baeckerhandwerk.de

speerschneider@ghm.de
Nadja Düll
Project Coordinator
P +49 89 189 149 183
F +49 89 189 149 189
nadja.duell@ghm.de
Sandra Furthmüller
Project Coordinator
P +49 89 189 149 184
F +49 89 189 149 189
furthmueller@ghm.de
Carina Oeggl
Project Assistant
P +49 89 189 149 181
F +49 89 189 149 189
oeggl@ghm.de
Contact in your country: www.iba.de/contact

Supporting partners
Internationale Union
der Bäcker und Konditoren
(International Union of Bakers
and Confectioners)
www.uibaker.org
Deutscher Konditorenbund
(German Association of Confectioners)
www.konditoren.de

Verband Deutscher
Großbäckereien e. V.
(German Federation of Plant Bakeries)
www.grossbaecker.de

